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New Book 
Uncovering the History of Africans in Asia 
Edited by Shihan de Silva Jayasuriya and Jean-Pierre Angenot. 
Brill Academic Publishers, Paperback, xii, 196pp., ISBN-13: 9789004162914, July, 2008. 
 
Description from the Publisher: 
 
 
Study of the African diaspora is now a dynamic field in the 
development of new methods and approaches to African history. 
Unlike the transAtlantic diaspora, eastwards African migrants have 
received little attention. Studies on communities of African origin in 
Asia have increased, and some have restored the gallantry and glory 
that once belonged to some African migrants in Asia. This book 
brings together the latest research on African diaspora in Asia with 
case studies about India and the Indian Ocean islands. 
For those interested in African and Asian history, the history of the 
slave trade and slavery, migration, diaspora studies, demography, development studies, 
subaltern, military history, colonisation and imperial studies, and cross-continental 
commerce. 
Shihan de Silva Jayasuriya, PhD Linguistics (University of Westminster), is a Senior 
Fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies (University of London). Jean-Pierre 
Angenot, PhD in African Linguistics (University of London) and PhD in Romance 
Philology (University of Brussels), is a Professor of Ethnolinguistics at the Federal 
University of Rondonia (Brazil). 
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